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446 Relations of Air~ Heat, and Cold. 

caution being used, no accident happened, and the inhabio 
tanls were not in the least ~ncommoded. 

The same disinfecting apparatus has been employed in 
the works going on in the RueMontmarlre. The quarrying 
for the sewers and drains has been carried down to the pit's 
which were dug in this part of Paris in the reigns of 
Charles VI. and Louis XIII .  The filth wifi~ which these 
ancient cemeteries was filled, exhaled an infectious and in- 
*upportable odour ; but the process of Guyton being speedily 
applied, no accident happened. 

LXVI i [. On the Relations of Air to Heat, Cold, and Mois- 
lure, and the Means of ascertaining their reciprocal Me- 
lion. By J. L~sLIa, Esq. F.R.S.E. Professor of Ma- 
thematics in the University ~" Edinburgh *. 

| ¢ r  , 

l-~nE vanous pharnomena of heat are most easdy con- 
ceived by refelring them to tile operation of a peculiar fluid 
possxssing extre,a~e activi'ty, and diffused through all bodies." 
It  consiantlv endeavours to maintain its equilibrium or 
equal diffusiim among bodies, and its accumulation in any 
suh~tance is generally marked by a corresponding expan- 
sion. The extent of this expansion in different bodies 
ltaries as they transmit heat more or less rapidly, or have 
divers conducting powers. Air is found, in like circum- 
stances, to expand five times more than alcohol, 20 times 
more than mercury, 160 times more than platina, and 
even 580 times more than glass. The thermometer is an 
instrument contrived to measure its own expansions ; but 
it can mark only the heat of its own bulb, as affected by 
external communication, and any further inferences drawn 
from its different indications are merely the result of some 
process of rcasoningt.  

" Heat combines with different substances in proportions 
widelv varied, and depending in each on its peculiar and 
intimate structure. In general,it is more copious in liquids 
than in solids, and in the a~rifimn fluids than in liquids. 
But still the allotment among the different bodies, ,appears 
to be as vari,~us as their distinctive properties. Under si- 
milar circumstances, hydrogen gas will hold or absorb ten 
times as much heat, as an equal mass of atmospheric air ; 
water twice as much as olive oil, and three times as much 

*~ Abstracted from ".4. View of Experlments and Instruments depending 
en the Relations of Air to Heat and Moisture." 

See Tiiloch's E~ay pit Caloric, Phil. Mat .  vnl. viii. 
as  
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l~elations of .4ir, Heat, and Cold. a47 

as concentrated su]phuric acid ; sulphuric acid, again, twice 
as much as glass ; and glass itself, twice as much as silver~ 
and five times as much as mercury. If  a pound of water 
heated 30 degrees be poured into another pound of water 
at the temperature of the apartment, the surplus heat will 
become equally ,hared between the two masses, the infused 

nrtion losin 1 b ° p . g of its heat, and the recipient gaining 
15 °. But If a p~und of mercury heated 30 degrees above 
the standard be poured into a pound of water; while both 
of these now acquire the same temperature, the mercury 
will lose '2.9 degrees, and the water gain only one d.egree. 
Hence, in the state of quiescence, mercury contains o~9 
times less heat than ~,Jater,, and has its temperature ~9 times 
more affected by equal accessions of that elementary fluid. 
But even the same ,ubstance, if its form be mutable, will 
exhibit similar differences, according to the aspect which it 
assumes. Thu~, ice is more easily heated than water, and 
water than steam. The same add]tion of heat which would 
raise the temperature of ice IO degrees, would only rais¢ 
that of water t~ degrees, and that of steam 6 degrees. At 
each stage of transition, there is hence an apparent pause, 
attended with a cotrespondiug absorption or evolutio~l of 
heat. 

"Thus ,  if a vessel filled'with icebe suspended over asteady 
fire, the ice will continue at the freezing point, till, per- 
haps in an interval of half" an hour, it be entirely melted 
it will then grow regularly warmer, till, after 40 minutes, 
the water begins to bod :  nor will the temperature o~ the 
liquid now receive any filrther increase, the subsequent ac- 
cessions of heat hei~g wholly expended in the formatioa 
of the expelled steam, and which would require the space 
of three hours and a hall-: In the act of thawing, there- 
:[bre, and again in the pr()cess of ebullition, there is a suc- 
cessive absorption of heat, amounting respectively to a dif- 
t~rence of temperature in the water of about 75 and 5~,~ 
of" the centigrade degrees, or 135 and 9.~5 nn Fahrenheit's 
scale. But the heat thus absorbed is nowise distinguished 
from the rest, or fitted to perform any different function ; 
it blends its action and its expansive energies with the ge- 
neral fluid, and merely serves to restore the equilibrium that 
had been disturbed by the enlarged capacity, or rather the 
increased attraction, o.f the mass with which it com- 
bines." • , 

" The gaseous substances are so loosely constituted, that 
a difference in their composition is sufficient to alter ma- 

terially 
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448 BelaHons of Air, Heat, and CoM. 

terially their ifilimate properties. Thus, common air, *,n 
being condensed 30 times, has its capacity for heat reduc~'d 
to one half; and, if suddenly compressed to '20 times its 
ordinary density, it wifl diseng~e so much heat as to show 
an elevation of temperature equal to 900 degrees by Fahreal- 
heit's scale, and sufl~cieut ~br the inflammation of must 
bodies. On this property is founded a pretty contrivance 
]atelv made, the stroke of a small condensing syringe being 
employed to set ,m fire a hit of firmer. An opposite effect, 
when air is,suddenly rarefie'd, takes place ; a certain quan- 
tity of heat being now absorbed, or an apparent cold pro- 
duced. 

" The hmreased capacity of rarefied air is the true eau,~e 
of the cold which prevails in the higher regions of the at- 
~,,osphere. From the unequal action of the sun's rays and 
the vieisshndes of day and mght, a perpetual anti quick 
circulation is maimained between the lower and the upper 
strata ; and it is obvious, that, |br each portion of air which 
rises from the surface,, an equal and corresponding portion 
must also descend. But that which mounts up, acquiring 
an enlargement of capacity, has its temperature propor- 
tionally diminished; while the correlative mass falling 
down carries hkewise its heat alon~ with it, and, con- 
tracting its capamty, seems to diffuse warmth below. A 
stratum at any given height in the atmosphere is hence 
alike affected [iy t'he passage of air from below, and by the 
return of air from above, the Ibrmer absorbing heat, aud the 
latter evolving it. But the mean temperature at any height 
in the atmosphere is still on the whole permanent, and 
consequently those disturbing causes must be exactly ba- 
lanced, or the absolute measurh of heat is really the same 
at all elevations, suffering merely some external modifica- 
tion from the difl'-erenee of capacity in the fluid with which 
it has combined. That temperature is hence inversely as 
the capacity of air possessing the rarity due to the givm~ 
altitude. Having therefore ascertained, by some delicate 
experunents, the law which connects the capacity with the 
rarity of air, it was not very difficult to trace the gradations 
of  cold m the higher atmosphere, and even to mark the 
precise limil where the reign of perpetual cougelation must 
commence. Thus, t find that, under the equator, the 
bound:~rv of lhe frozen region begins at the altitude of  
1,5'2'o7 teel, in the parallel of 45 ° at 7671 feel, in the lati- 
lude of London at 5950, and in that of Stockhohn at a818, 
while towards the pole it comes to graze along the sur- 
face." The 
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Relations of Air, Heat, and Cold. 449 

The mode by which heat is conducted through sub- 
stances differently constituted is various : in solid bodies it 
is by successive impressions : in fluids the mobility of the 
particles affects the mode of operation : the proximate portion 
of the medium, dilating as it becomes warm, is gently forced 
to recede ; and being likewise rendered specifically lighter it 
rises to the surface, difl\~sed in horizontal ~tra~a, tt~e tmttest 
particles occupying the h@~est part:  hel:ce heat descends 
in fluids very tardily and with extreme dlffiet;lty ; a circum- 
stance which accounts for the great coldness ut water at 

I 1 T the ~mttom at' deep Jaaes. 
" ' ] 'he  increasing coldness of the water drawn up from 

considerable depths in the oceaa has lately been proposed 
as a sure mark of the approach of sounding's~ if not uf the 
land itself. 

" Since water, on being heated, expands in a rapid pro- 
gression, the portion of heat which it abstracts trom a body 
immersed in it, by means of the recessmn and incessant 
charge ~f its contiguous affected particles, must he greatly 
au,,mented in the higher te,nperatures. Near the freezing 
point, this influence becomes extremely small, and wa',er 
is there scarcely a, better conductor than ice ; but, as it ap- 
proaches to ebullition, it acquires such an increase of mo- 
hility, as to c~;nduct heat five times faster than in its torpid 
state. In other liquids, the increase of temperature will 
occasion a similar alteration of the conducting powers, 
though not so marked, as their ext~ansions deviate less from 
an uailbrm progression. 

" But~ through air and other gaseous fluids, the con- 
veyance of heat is still more complex; and a close investi- 
gali.m of that process, by unfolding certain latent pro- 
perties of matter, ham led to some vecy unexpected and 
!nteresting results. A new principle appears to combine 
its influence, and the rate o[: &spersinn, in a//rifiwm media, 
is tbund to depend chiefly on the nature of the m~_re heated 
surface. From a polished metallic surface, l~eat is feeMy 
emitted ; hut,  from a surface of glass, or sull better from 
onc of paper, it is discharged with profusion. It two equal 
bails of thia bright silver, ~)ne of them entm'ly uneovered~ 
and the other sheathed in a case of cambric, be fii!cd with. 
water slightly warmed, and then suspended in a close room~ 
the formerwdl lose only i l  parts of i tsheat  in the same 
rune that the latter will dissipate o.O parts. Of this ex- 
penditure, lO part~ from each of the bails is communicated 
in the ordinary way, by the sl~w recession of the pmxlmate 
particles of a~r, as they come to be successively heated. 

Vol. 41. No. lSe, duae lS ta .  F f The 
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450 Relations of Air, Heat, and Cold. 
The rest of the heat, consisting of 1 p~rt from th~ naked 
metallic surface, and of 1o parts from the eased surface, is 
prc~pagated through the same medium~ but with a certain 
diffusi-ve rapidity, which in a moment shoots its influence 
to a distance, after a mode entirely peculiar to the gaseoui 
fluids. The very superior propellent energy of a-surface 
of glass or paper ill comparison of that of a metallic one, 
lies within the compass even of ~rdinary observation I f  
a glass earaffe or a pot of porcelain be filled with boiling 
water~ on bringing towards it the palru of the hand, an 
agreeable warmth will be felt at the distance of an inch or 
two trom the heated surface; but if a silver pot be heated 
in the same way~ scarcely any heat is at all perceptible on 
approaching the surfac% till the fingers have ahuost touched 
the metal itself. 

" It is curious to ilaquire how such a singular diversity 
can arise. I f  the silver ball be covered with the thinnest 
fihn of gold-beater's skin, and ~hich exceeds net the 
30ooth part of an inch in thickness, the power of disper- 
sion :~ill he augmented from 1 to 7 ; if another pellicle be 
added, there wdl be a further increase of this power, trom 
7 ~o 9 ; and so repeatedly growing, till after the application 
of five coats, when the propel!ent elJergy will reach its ex- 
treme hmtt~ or the measure of !o. In this case, the me- 
tallic surtace is precluded from all con.tact ~,ith tl,e air, and 
it m~sT~ therefore, act m consequence ~f its mere approxi- 
malion to the external boui~dary. We may thence int'ee, 
that air never comes into actual contact with any snrface~ 
but approaches much nearer to glass or paper than to po- 
lished metal, from which it is separated by an interval of a~ 
least the ,5ooth part of an inch. A vitreous surface, from 
its cleser proximity to the recipient medium, must hence 
impart its heat more copiously and energetically, than a 
surface of metal in the same conditior. ; and the metal, to 
a certain extent, can act in reducing the power oJf the other. 
W h e n  a pellicle was applied, the metallic surface imme- 
diatel,¢ under it repelled partially the atmospheric boundary, 
aud reduced the darting efflux of heat from 10, which 
would have been thrown by the skin alone, to about 7, or 
only 6 more than the efficacy of the naked metal. The 
repelling influence of the metallic plate was sensible even 
under four coats, or at the dtstance of the 75oth part of art 
inch from the external surface. 

" B y  what process the several portions of heat, thus de- 
livered to the atmosphere, shoot through the fluid mass, it 
Seems more difficult to conceive. They are not transported 

hy 
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Reliztions of ~4ir, Heat, a~ut Cold. 4 ~  

by the streaming of the heated air, for they suffer no de- 
rangement from the most violent agitation of their medium. 
The air must therefore, without changing its place, disse- 
minale the impressions that it receives of heat, by a sort 
o. t" undulatory commotion, or a series of aheruadng pu|sa- 
tions, like those by which it transmits the impulse of 
sound. The portion of air next the hot surface, suddenly 
acquiring heat from its vicinity, expands proportionally, 
and begins the chain of pulsations. In again contracting, 
this a~rial shell surrenders its surplus heat to the one im- 
mediately before it, and which is now in the act of expansion ; 
and thus the tide of heat rolls onwards, and spreads itself 
on all sides. The~e vibratnry impressions are not strictly 
darted in radiating lines, but each successive pulse, as in th~ 
case too of sound, presses to gain an equal diffusion. Dif- 
ferent obstructions may, therefore, cause the undulatiol~s 
of heat to deflect considerably from their c,~urse. Thus, if 
successive rings of pasteboard be fashioned into the twisted 
fbrm of a cornucopia, and its wide mouth presented at 
some distance to the fire, a strong heat will, in spite of the 
gradual inflection of the tube, be accumulated at its narrow 
end ; in the same manner probably, as waves~ flowing from 
an open bay into a narrow harbour, now contracted and 
bent aside, yet without being reflected, rise into furious 
billows. 

" But the. same pulsatory, system, will enable, the atmosphere. 
to transmit likewise the ~mpressions o[ cold. "Ihe shell of 
air adjacent to a frigid surface, becoming suddenly chilted~ 
suffers a corresponding contraction, and which must excite 
a concatenated train of pulsations. This con:ruction is 
followed by an immediate expansion, which withdraws a 
portion of heat from the next succeeding shell, itself now 
in the act of contracting ~ and the tide ot apparent cold, or 
rather of deficient heat, shoots tbrwards with diffusive 
sweep. The energy of trarlsmission is subiect, in this case 
also, to the same modifications from the nature of the af- 
fected surface. Thus; a goblet filled with pieces of broken 
ice, or still better with a frigorific mixture composed of 
snow and salt, will, at a moderate distance, yet excite a 
chdling sensation ; but a silver pot, filled with a similar 
mixture, will not co,~l the hand, till ithas become profusely 
covered with dew, and therefi)re now presents a non-metallic 
surface. 

" But the same quality hy which a surface propels the 
hot or cold pulses, equally fits it, under other circumstances, 
to receive their impressions. I f  a vitraous surface sends 

F f 2 forth 
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4 ~  Relations of ~tir, Heat, and Cold. 

forth its heat the nmst copiously, it will also, when opposed 
to the title, arrest with entire efficacy the amuent wave ; 
and if', on the other hand, a sur~kce of metal sparingly 
parts with its heat, it in like manner detains only a small 
~hare of each appulse, and reflccts all the rest. The power 
of  superficial absorption and that of reflection are theretore 
exactly eontra~ted, and the one always supplies the deft° 
elency of the other. The naked bulb of a thermometer 
held near a goblet full of boiling water, will mark a very 
sensible a ~ , x  of heat ; but if it be gilt or covered with tin- 
foil, it will scarcely seem at all affected. For the same 
reason,  the hand cased in a glove of burnished metal may 
approach the fire with impumty, since the vehement pulsa- 
tions of heat are- mostly driven back, or turned aside from 
their attack. A sheet of paper~ opposed to the a/~rial tid% 
• a, ill absorb the whole impression, a pane of glass will re- 
pel about one-tenth' part, while a plate of polished silver 
will reflect nine-tenths of the heat, detaining only the re- 
n:aining lemh. But if the metallic plate be covered with a 
pellictc oi the 3000th of an inch in thickness, out of 10 
parts of heat no more than three will be reflected, the rest 
being now absorbed; and by applying successively other 
pellicl,:s, till a c,)at equa] to the 500th of an inch in thick- 
ness has been tbrmed, the quantity of reitection will gra- 
dually becc~me insensible. The power of a metallic specu- 
lum in concentrathtg at its focus the pulses of heat or cold 
is hence w'ry stnking, while the corresponding effects of a 
glass mirror seem to be extremely feeble. 

" T h e  ve~v difi%rt:nt powers of a vitreous and of a metallic 
surface in pr~pagaling or absorbing the pulsations of heat, 
are well contrasted by an experiment of' the simplest and 
.easiest kind. Let a small pane of glass about four inches 
square have one of its sides half covered with smooth tin- 
foil ~ or, what is more elegant, let a small square of thin 
mica have one side plated half" over with silver leaf, Oa 
hotdiug, the partly co~,ered surface of the glass or mica op- 
posite and very. near the fire fi~r the space of a few seconds, 
and thon passing the finger lightly over the posterior st,r- 
lace, scarcely any warmth is perceptible under the metallic 
sheath, but an intense degree of heat will be felt behind the 
~akcd p~r~km of the plate. Again, reversing its position 
gnd exposing the uncr~vered sidle to the fire, an opposite 
thot~gh less marked effect is observed ; the coat of metal 
x~.ill become sensibly ho;.ter than the adjacent naked space ; 
because the heat ah;orbed along the interior surface being 
afterwalds more feebly-discharged from the tin or silver leaf, 
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Re[aHem of Mir, Itectt, and Colt. 45~ 

]~_ allowed to accumulate in that part of the screen. In this 
]utter case, the di~erence of temperature produced is very 
nearly the double, and in the former it is no less than ten- 
fold. But efl'ects-of the same kind, and which are ahko 
contrasted, though interior in degree, will he perceived, if  
a thin pellicle be spread over the cornpound surface of the 
glass and tinfoil, or of the mien and silver leaf~ the mere 
proximity of the metallic surface repelling the almosphere, 
and c.onsequently enfeebling the powers of absorptmn and 
e n n s s l o n .  

" The very singular and unexpected facts now detailed 
merit attention, and suggest a variety of improvements in 
the practical management of heat. A vessel with a bright 
metalhc surface is the best fiited to preserve liquors either 
long warm, or as a conservatory to keep them cool  A. 
silver pot will emit scarcely half as much heat as one of' 
porcelain ; and even the very slightest varnishing of gold, 
platina or silver, which communicates to the ware a eertaivi 
metallic gloss, renders this new kind of manufacture about 
one-third part more -retentive of beat. The addition of a 
covering of flannel, though indeed a slow conductor, far 
from checking the dissipation of heat, has directly the con- 
trary tendency; for it presents to the atmosphere a surface 
o[ much ~reater propulsive energy, which it would require 
a thickness of not fewer than three folds of this loose sub- 
stance fully to counterbalance. The cylinder of the steam- 
engine has lately been most advantageously sheathed with 
polished copper. 

" T h e  progress of cooling is yet more retarded, by sur- 
rounding the heated vessel on all sides, at the distance of  
near an inch, with a case of planished tin ; and the addi- 
tion of other cases, tbllowing at like intervals, augments 
continually the effect. With  an'obstruction of one ease, - 
the rate of refrigeration is three times slower, w]th two 
cases it is five times slower, with three eases it is seven times 
slower, and so forth, as expressed by the suceessioll of the 
odd numbers. By multiplying the metallic cases, there- 
fore, and disposing them like a nest at regular intervals, the 
innermost could be made to retain the same temperature 
with little variation for many hours or even days. Such atx 
• qpparatus would (~bviously be well calculated for various 
culinary and domestic purposes. 

" In the conveyance of heat by means of steam, the sur- 
face of the conducting tubes should have a metallic lustre. 
On the contrary, if it be intended by that mode to warm an 
apartment~ they should be coated on the outside with soft 

F f~  t~aint~ 
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45a Relations of .4ir, Heat, an.q Cold. 

paint, to facilitate their discharge of heat. For the same 
reason, metalhc pots are more easily heated on the fire, 
after their bottoms have become tarnished or smoked. If  
a brigtlt surface of metal be sli htty furrowed or divided by 

g . • . 

fine flutings, it will emit heat sel,~s~bly faster, because the 
prominent ridges, thus brought closer to the general at- 
mospheric boundary, will excite the pulsations with aug- 
merited energy. 

" On the other hand, a plate of  metal, however ~hin~ if 
only burnished on each side, will form the most efficacious 
screen. A smooth sheet of pasteboard, gilt over both ~ides, 
would answer the same purpose. But a colrtplete and ele- 
gcant screen might be composed of two parallel sheets of 

hina paper, placed about all inch asunder, and having 
their inrter surfaces gilt, and their outsides sprinkled with 
flowers of gold and silver. 

"S ince ,  " m a still atmosphere, the momentary flow of 
heat from any vessel, whatever this may contain, depends 
merely on the condition of  its surface, the whole accumu- 
lated discharge, d~ring similar descents of temperature, is 
e¢idently proportional to the time elapsed. Hence a very 
simple and accurate method is suggested, for ascertaining 
the capacity of different liquids or their specific attraction 
to heat. [ulo a glass ball, two or more inches in diameter 
and blown extremely thin, with a narrow short neck, and 
"having a delicate thermometer inserted through it, the liquid 
to be examined, which had been previously warmed a few 
degrees, is carefully introduced by means of a funnel. The 
ball is then made t~ rest against the tapering points of three 
slender glass rods at the height of several inches above the 
table, and ~heitered from any irregular agitation of the air 
o f  the apartment by a large receiver passed over it. The 
~number'of seconds which the thermometer now takes to 
rink from one given point to another, or to the middle of 
its distance from the limiting temperature, is noted by help 
of  a stop-watch ; and the hall being thoroughly, emptied 
and again successively filled with other liquid% the like ob- 
servations are repeated. These several intervals of time, 
allowing a slight correction tor the matter of the shell it- 
self and of the inserted bulb of the thermometer, will con- 
teyl. uentl, y express the proportional quantities. . . of heat con- 
tamed m equal bulks of the successtve hqmds. But their 
densities hemg already known, it is hence easy to com- 
pute their respective eapaeitie,, or the quantities of heat 
which equal weights of them are capable of containing. 
By a process grounded oa the same principles, the capacity 

of 
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Relations of.Air, Heat, and Cold. 455 

of a solid, when broken or reduced to a gross powder, may 
be determined. 

" The same regulated mode of cooling will serve to de- 
tect with precision the expenditure of heat, and to discri- 
minate its various allotment, in the different gases. For 
this purpose, a ball of about three inches in diameter, and 
formed of bright and very thin silver, is preferable ; and it 
may be successively covered with  a pelliele or with cambric, 
or painted with a coat of ivory-black. Not to multiply un- 
necessary details, it will perhaps be deemed sufficient to 
cite the case of hydrogen gas, which is by far the most 
distinguished. The portion of heat emitted in this ener- 
getic species of gas by the system of pulsations, whether 
from a vitreous or a metallic surface, if not exactly, is very 
nearly the same as in atmospheric air ; but that other por- 
tion which is abstracted by the gradual recession of the 
nearest heated particles of the fluid, exceeds no less than 
four times the corresponding discharge in the ordinary 
medium. W h y  such a striking differenee should arise, ean 
hardly be conjectured. Hydrogen gas, though ten times 
lighter than air, yet contains, in the same volume, an equal 
quantity of heat ; and it is fitted, by its very superior elasti- 
city, to transmit the pulsatory impressions more than three 
times faster. It must, there~bre, as a counterbalanee~ re- 
ceive those impressions three times slower from the heated 
surface. But if such influence be confined, as it would 
seem most probable, to the mere boundary of the medium 
or its thinnest conterminous shell, the measure of heat im- 
bibed at a given rise of temperature from the attenuated ex- 
panse, would be diminished between two and three times. 
This mutual compensation of effect nearly agrees with the 
actual result. With  respect to the quadrupled increase of 
that portion of heat which is abstracted by the slow but con- 
tinued renewal of the adjacent stratum of the fluid, we must 
refer it ehiefly to the very great mobility of hydrogen gas, ex- 
.eeeding three times that of common air. I f  these strata were 
supposed to have in both eases the same thiekness~ they 
would each of them carry off the same share of heat. 

" T h e  portions of heat transmitted by pulsation through 
hydrogen gas, from a painted and a metallic surface, being~ 
as hetbre, expressed respeetive|y by 10 to 1, the other por- 
,tion, which is altogether independent of the nature of the 
cooling surface, and is dispersed by abduction, or the inces- 
sant retreat of the strata of the fluid as they come to be 
successively affected, will amount to 40. Under like eir- 
.eumstances, therefore, the whole expenditure of heat from 
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4.~6 _Relations of  ./lir, Heat, and Cold. 

a painted and a metallic surface, and which in atmospheric 
air was denoted by 20 and 1 I, will in hydrogen gas be re- 
presented by 50 and 41. Those opposite surfaces are thus 
less contrasted in a medium of hydrogen gas, their different 
rates of &scharging heat being nearly in the proportion of 
5 to 4. The silver ball cased with cambric, ~ools 2½ times 
faster, if immersed in hydrogen gas; but when exposed 
naked in the same fluid, it loses its heat almost four times 
as fast as in common air. 

" The superior mobilitv of hydrogen gas accelerates re- 
markablv the dispersion of" heat, by tile process of abduc- 
tion. ]~ut the exposing of a heated body to the action of 
any current of a fluid substance, will occasion a similar ex- 
penditure of heat, and which is exactly proportioned to the 
celerity of the stream. If  a very large bulb of a thermo- 
meter be suddenly phmged into water flowing at the rate of 
one-third of a mile in the hoj~r, it w~ll be found to lose its 
heat t,~dce as fast, as ahen  immersed in the stagnant pool ; 
and a current of two miles in the hour would, theretbre, 
cause t!mmgh the liquid a dissipation of heat no less than 
seven umes more rapid than usual. A similar acceleration 
of effect is produced, by the impulse of a stream of air. 
Wi th  a veh,city of about four miles i n  the hour, the su- 
peradded influence of a current equals the ordinary power 
of abduction. Hence the play of a breeze of eight miles 
an hour will double the rate of cooling from a painted, and 
will triple that from a metallic, surface ; but a wind sweep- 
ing with a velocity of tbrty miles in the hour, would ae- 
ce!erate file cooling of the painted surface six limes, and 
that of the metallic one no les~ than eleven times, thus 
bringing them both near an actual equality of pertbrmance. 
In general, the hourly velocity of wind might he computed, 
by multiplying eight miles i'nto the proportional surplus 
effect exerted in the refr}gcration of a vitreous or painted 
surface. 

" But even in still air, if the body exposed to its action 
have a very considerable elevation of temperature, the pro- 
gress of coolin_~ will be sensibly quickened, by the continual 
ascent of the heated portions of the medium, and which fbrm 
in fact a stream, varying in force according to the intensity 
of  excitement. Supposing the excess of temperature to he 
80 centesimal degrees, or 54 by Fahrenheit's scale, this 
gentle perpendicular flow of heated air will conjoin an in- 
fluence equal to the ordinary ahductive dispersion of heat, 
and theretore corresponding to that of a current which 
moves at the rate of four miles aa hour. Hcnce~ if the 
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Royal Society. 4~,7 
silver ball he 90 centesimal degrees hotter than the enelr- 
chng air, the effect of the vertical stream is-trlpled, or tlae 
aggregate expenditure, from the painted and from the naked 
surface, will be expressed by 50 and 41, the dissipation 
arising from the increased flow of the medium amounting 
in each of them to 30. By a singular coincidence, this 
proportion is precisely the same as what obtains near the 
equilibrium of temperature in an atmosphere of hydrogen 
gas. But hydrogen gas betrays in its own constitution still 
greater modifications. At the same elevation of 90 cen- 
tesimal degrees of temperature, the combil~ed powers of  
cooling ~hich its exerts on the contrasted surfaces, are ex- 
pressed by 1.7o and 161.~I t  would be fatiguing,,, however, 
to pursue this intricate analysis much further. 

LXIX.  Proceedings of Learned Societies. 
R O Y A L  SOCIETY. 

May ~7,m]~AnL MOI~TON in the chair.mMr. Erande, 
through the medium of" the Society for promoting Animal 
Chemistry, furnished some additional observations on the 
use of magnesia and acids in the case of calculous diseases, 
where alkalies had failed or proved injurious. He related 
the ease of a gentleman of the law, who was closely con- 
fined to business during terms, and in consequence of such 
sedentary habits suffered ,everely by calculi. The use of 
magnesia in this and several other eases effeeted a complete 
cure, even where the patients suffered by the passage of 
~tones from the kidneys to the bladder, and where the use 
of alkalies had only aggravated their sufferings by impairing 
the digestive powers of the stomach. In all ~uch ease~ 
however, the stone or gravel consisted of uric acid and 
phosphate of lime, which were recognised by the red eolonr 
of the urine and its sediment. But another species of cal- 
culus was discovered by Dr. Trolteston abotat fifteen years 
ago, being a triple salt and consisting of ammoniacal l~ag- 
nesian phosphate of lime./ No remedy has hitherto boca 
proposed tbr it. This calculus is known by its whiteness, 
the whitish sediment, and the thin shining crystalline pel- 
liele swimming on the urine. It is not soluble by magne- 
sia, but yields to the muriatic, citric, and earbonic acids • the 
latter was found the most effectual, and least offensive to the 
stomach. 

June 3 . ~ T h e  conclusion of Mr. Brande's paper was 
read, and the result of his observations and experiments 
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